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Participants 
Vincenzo Spinoso (EGI) 
Alessandro Paolini (EGI) 
Bianca Neagu (NGI_RO) 
David Crooks (NGI_UK) 
George Ryall (STFC-GOCDB) 
Jan Astalos (NGI_SK) 
Kyriakos Gkinis (NGI_GRNET) 
Stephane Gerard (NGI_NL) 
Ulf Tigerstedt 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FRANCE) 
Ionut Vasile (NGI_RO) 
Ruben Diaz (CESGA) 
Bartosz Bosak  
Andrzej Zemla (NGI_PL) 
 

 

Minutes 
● Jerome: What about CREAM for C7? 

○ Vincenzo: there will be soon, they just missed the deadline for UMD4.4 so the 
aim is to have it on board for UMD 4.5 (May) 

● David: any plan to have VO Nagios with ARGO? 
○ Vincenzo: this is not going to happen very soon, probably next year; ask directly 

Emir for details 
● Jerome: is Torque/MAUI to be supported in UMD4?  

○ Vincenzo: MAUI is discontinued so very likely not to be included in UMD4 

Chat 
 
The chat history has been cleared 
 -------------------------- (03/13/2017 14:01) -------------------------- 
Vincenzo Spinoso: https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/Agenda-13-03-2017 
 -------------------------- (03/13/2017 14:05) -------------------------- 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FR): hello everyone 
 -------------------------- (03/13/2017 14:20) -------------------------- 



Ulf Tigerstedt (computer): dcache 3.0 is also now production ready 
 -------------------------- (03/13/2017 14:30) -------------------------- 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): It's a bit noisy where I am to use a mic - the UK wanted to revisit (and 
revise) the discussion of a VO Nagios with ARGO given the approach of the end of March, in 
particular to check what other NGIs were doing. 
 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): Yes, that's right 
 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FR): I will give a talk in two weeks for LCG-France, where I will give a 
short presentation of supported CE by UMD-4. 
 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FR): They are at least ARC CE, HTCondoer CE and CREAM CE 
 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FR): Is there any other ? 
 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): Sure 
 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): OK - is there a good contact to keep in touch with on that? 
 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): OK, thanks very much 
 
Jerome Pansanel (NGI_FR): In addition, site admins would like to know if it is still safe to use 
torque/maui, as maui is no more really maintained 
 -------------------------- (03/13/2017 14:38) -------------------------- 
David Crooks (NGI_UK): Cheers 
 
Jan Astalos (NGI_SK): bye 
 
 


